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Delivered with

Exterior diesel spraying machine

Easy-to use diesel versatile spraying machine for 
outdoor spraying.
Made in France, it is equipped with a button control 
panel for simplified use, an automatic accelerator and 
a water dosing meter.

APPLICATIONS
Large wall jobs in hydraulic coatings, mortars, E.W.I. ...

- a MAP 11 pump
- a Ø35 x 13,30 m product hose M50 x F35
- a Ø35 x 13,30 m product hose M35 x F35
- a Ø25 x 5 m hose M35 x M25
- a Ø10 x 33 m air hose
- a spraying lance
- eight nozzles (Ø8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 & 22)
- three grouting nozzles (Ø10, 12 & 14)
- two Ø30 cleaning balls
- two Ø50 cleaning balls
- a greasing pump with a grease cartridge
- a pressure controller adapter
- a pressure controller
- a complete high pressure washer lance
- a 10 m high pressure washer hose
- a storage carry-case
- a suspension strap

COMPACT-PRO 80 | ref.30967

Motor Kohler KDW 1404
Motor power 24,5 kW
Fuel Diesel
Diesel tank 25 L
Cooling liquid
Rotation speed 2500 tr/min
Number of cylinders 4
Consumption 4,1 L/h
Hydraulic system 28 L
Compressor twin-cylinder
Compressor flow-rate at 4 bar 400 L/min
Engine monitoring panel complete
Hydraulic controls manual
Mixer rotation speed setting yes
Pump speed setting yes
Automatic accelerator control yes
Mixer tank capacity 230 L
Mixer drainage plug 3 inches
Water sprinkler pipe yes
Water meter yes
Mixing paddle yes
Rotation 2 directions
Loading height 86 cm
Hopper capacity 200 L
Hopper drainage plug 3 inches
Variable flow-rate from 0 to 80 L/min
Pressure from 0 to 40 bar
Max. grain size up to 6 mm
Pump MAP 11
Pump reverse operation yes
HP washer max pressure 140 bar
HP washer flow-rate 11 L/min
Overall length with tow bar 3,55 m
Overall length without tow bar 3,09 m
Overall width 1,26 m
Height at the highest point 1,29 m
Weight when full with oil and diesel 735 kg
Noise level 101 Lwa
Delivery height 50 m
Max. hose length 60 m


